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Two performers stare at us; a woman on a static trapeze and a male clown,
their faces are painted, their bodies are clad in acrobatic attire, and they are
housed within a ring. So far, so circus. Yet the paint is fading fast and their garb
has definitely seen better days. This is a duo on its last legs, depicted by a
company who may only be beginning to stretch theirs. Striving desperately for
audience praise, each of the performers pulls the best of their tricks out of their
bigtop bag: the woman winds herself around the trapeze, whinnying with
feigned eroticism, and the man fumbles with a trio of juggling daggers, then a
set of juggling balls. The strength of his character's longing to entertain far
eclipses any measure of circus skill, though performers Anna Finkel and
Christopher Evans demonstrate no shortage of this. Their timing is impeccable
and it is through their deft and sympathetic handling of these fragile characters
– set against the force of their imminent downfall – that the piece finds its
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humour and heart.
Failed attempts at entertaining their audience morph into episodes where the
performers – sometimes quite literally – give pleasure to themselves. Lunacy
prevails until all pleasure drains away, leaving behind the pain of each other
and the glaring reality of what they have become. Choreographers Ben Duke
and Raquel Meseguer perfectly capture this spiral into darkness, taking the
characters to a point where they have disappeared entirely. From these ashes,
emerge a ringmaster and a horse as they concede to what they think the
audience wanted all along. Here their movements are graceful and light – and
we are given a glimpse of the skill that this duo demonstrated in their heyday –
until the horse steps aside the ring and walks away, leaving behind the tortured
screams of the clown.
It Needs Horses illustrates the complex fluctuations of human motivations –
specifically in the fickle world of entertainment – and human relationships,
with a simplicity and ease that defies the weight of their subject. Lost Dog won
the Place Prize with this piece in 2011; the company remains a triumphant
victor.
In Home for Broken Turns the circus ring has disappeared. Left behind is a
bare space and the sounds of an outside world that ricochet around the walls.
Our erstwhile acrobat moves tentatively into her new reality, seemingly
stretching her way into her new skin and exploring the movements of a body
now new to her, a transition crafted by Anna Finkel with precise and brittle
tenderness.
All the while, a homeland is being forged: the semblance of a house is under
construction; an iconic cockerel is mounted on a pole and the light shifts to a
soft glow. The women of a family gather to pray and await the return of their
sister and daughter. Spinning into a fantasy of her return, the acrobat entwines
herself with her mother and suckles on her breast, offers up a lover’s kisses to
her neck and then jumps on her back in childlike play, all echoes of a life once
lived and long left behind. The choreography – by Ben Duke in collaboration
with the performers – is sharp, insightful and moving.
Glimpses of the lives these women are sacrificing in order to wait come in
snatches; the three sisters try to lure fictional passersby into their arms and
away from their lives and the performers – Lise Manavit, Ino Riga, Solène
Weinachter and Laura Peña Minez – nimbly infuse their characters with
idiosyncratic wit to paint a vivid picture of the full endurance of their wait. In an
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intricately choreographed sequence, these women line up to scan the horizon
in search of her and yet when she comes, they are – all but one each time –
blind to her, choosing to stay with the life they know and not to face the sister
and daughter they do not.
The wait is then broken and the prodigal daughter returns. The women delight
in dressing and welcoming her; the force of the mother’s grief is transformed
into the force of the tribal homecoming into which she is absorbed – it is the
dance of home, a strong and vibrant piece that throbs with life and hope. James
Keane’s original composition and Duke’s choreography fuse perfectly and
Anna Finkel swiftly and skillfully turns the fading acrobat into a robust young
woman. Yet this life is unsustainable, the pull of the outside world too strong:
the youngest sister leaves the village and the women take up their positions
once more.
Home for Broken Turns is a profoundly moving and exquisitely crafted
exploration of the places that we come from, how we return to them, and who
we become to those left behind. Once again, Lost Dog brings the very best of
dance and theatre together to create epic human stories about the hearts and
minds of individuals, told with with humour, flow and power. A broken turn
they ain’t.
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role? Is there an argument for
the critic maintaining distance,
a step away from the making
and doing of creating theatre
or art work?
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